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“So that's how this sham got started and that's how it's continued, but right now I 

think we’re all ready, all of us, the American people, President Trump, everyone, 

to put this behind us,” 

- Pam Bondi 

Background  

The impeachment of Donald John Trump, 45th President of The United State of America 

legitimated by the speaker of house representative, Nancy Peloski. Impeachment is a kind of 

member removal from office, whether it’s senate or president who are still in office. The process 

are not that quick, such as seek for approval from the house to propose article of impeachment and 

then the propose of it to the senate which will lead to impeachment trial. The accusation of power 

abuse, for instance the foreign connection with Ukraine which rumored after Ukraine along with 

SFO investigated Hunter Biden involvement in Burisma’s case in 2016 and the capitol riots which 

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, R-Calif stated that the statements of Mr. Trump and his 

rally are not provocative which means being wrongly accused here. The accusation of obstruction 

of congress as the white house rejected the request for permission of documents use as material 

for investigation of impeachment.  The whole things are influenced many events, such as the riots 

due to such a subjective treatment. This topic must entertain due to the object itself, president, 

which based on Article II, as a person who is in charge for the procedure of our nation’s law and 

congress. Secondly, it’s the request from house as it’s become the agenda of this senate. Lastly, 

this representative believe justification from us is truly necessary to defend our points to prevent 

such a subject resolutions and in addition, it’s my right to defend my party as a member of 

representative house.  

 

The House of Representative Action 

Previously, Nancy Peloski as the speaker of this house refused to accept or even responded 

to the request of Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky. To postponed the impeachment 

to February since Mr. Trump will leave the house soon. Secondly, this sudden plan is 

disadvantages the republican party who has right to defend and have time for that preparation.  

Lastly, on USATODAY, Nancy Peloski said “The other questions are about how a trial would 

proceed. We are ready.”, which contradict with the situation of how unfair it’s to the republican 

team and doesn’t use the job duty properly to create sustain fair announcement. Sadly, the house 

entertains statements from democrat. 



 

Republican View 

The republican believes that the process of this impeachment is too quick since Mr. Trump 

will leave the office, therefore there’s not any huge impact for the house directly. Furthermore, all 

tensions that exist may harm the sovereignty of our country which is something that seems be 

forgotten. As our republican president is being accused but enormous things, this representative 

try to debunked the accusation to remind our view is being legitimate in this senate. With clarify 

the issues, for instance regarding the issue of Hunter Biden, we may open up new view and point 

as our another aim in general as a nation is to fight corruption and to debunked minor issues which 

unclearly being proposed to be questioned and pointed. In addition, the issue of Capitol Riot is 

already be debunked by House Minority Leader Kevin Mccarthy, R. Calif with statements that Mr. 

Trump rally is being wrongly accused of provocation which is false. In conclusion, this 

representative would like the senate to considered our point and be objective and careful in this 

case to achieve a resolution which has a great impact to the whole nation. 

 

Possible Solution: 

After all explanations above, this representative would like propose solutions to be taken 

accountably by the senate, such as: 

 Intense meeting as the whole – According to The New York Time opinion session which 

titled for this impeachment, it’s unfortunate that during this pandemic, we need to handle 

the first impeachment which is to argue about a major case in 2016. Meanwhile, in the 

present close to Mr. Trump’s leaving the office. This representative would like all states 

members to realize this point and can work or at least negotiate with that. 

 Further investigate after inauguration – As the first point, this representative would like 

to propose second policy, which is to investigate this case after inauguration, therefore 

we can discuss more important issue, for instance pandemic and vaccinations and the 

lawsuit case will be handled to the court and not with the impeachment. 
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